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Italy

The name 11 MINUTES refers to the duration of the skin contact. The grapes are pressed very slowly to enhance a soft, subtle style with a floral aroma and acidity

France

This is one of the best and most classic of Provence roses. Vinous and weighty yet still very fine with opulent Grenache fruit and a touch of spice.

770 Miles, Rosé Zinfandel 

A soft fruity Rose wine with hints of strawberries and raspberries made from California's Zinfandel grape variety grown in the Central Valley of California.

Domaine De La Vieille Tour Rosé 

A perfectly pale pink and elegant Provençal rosé, It's altogether very well balanced with good depth of flavour and a refreshing finish.

France

A delightful pale pink rose with expressive floral notes backed by fennel and aniseed

Our Puligny-Montrachet "Les Referts" 2018 offers aromas of vanilla and brioche in the nose with a round, apricot infused mouthfeel and a fresh finish.

Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru 
The nose is of baked apple with some citrus notes behind and also a faint whiff of cinnamon. Powerful yet elegant on the palate , it really demonstrates Chardonnay at its 

absolute best when grown in the limestone soils of Burgundy.

ROSE WINES

Italy

Fruity wine of good structure with floral notes and hints of cherries

Produced at a local vineyard, a crisp, fruity and refreshing dry wine with the flavours of apple peel and citrus with a light but lingering palate

France

A stylish white with inviting, warm and spicy aromas. The full flavoured palate suggests poached pears and white peaches with a long, lifted finish

France

Superb nose with a rich, rounded mouthfeel and delectable toasty notes

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les Referts 2018 

Layered with flavours of zingy gooseberries, ripe pears and limes

Full bodied with a crisp acidity, notes of tropical fruit, apricot and orange

Germany

A fragrant wine packed full of apricots, citrus and apples.

Astley Vineyards Severn Vale, Bacchus 2021 – England

Glows golden yellow in the glass and exudes intense stone fruit aromas of ripe and juicy peaches and apricots.

Spain

Fresh citrus aromas and a palate with hints of stone fruit, lime and mineral notes balanced by refreshing acidity

rance

Distinctly nutty with grilled nuts, toasted chestnuts and citrus fresh lemon acidity. This is focused and still youthful but with complexing development.

Hungary

Fresh and light zesty citrus notes and crisp acidity lift, medium bodied palate.

New Zealand
An elegant and slightly restrained style of Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc which makes a lovely point of difference. Passion fruit and lime aromas, whilst the palate is crisp with 

zesty tropical fruit and wonderful balance.

Austria

The palate combines citrus fruit characters such as lime and grapefruit

Tempus Two Chardonnay 

A very classic Pinot Grigio with notes of nuts, pear, melon and even a hint of banana. This is beautifully balanced with fresh citrus acidity and a nutty finish.

 South Africa

Subtle notes of fruit salad and white stone fruit with a textured, well rounded palate

 England

On the East bank of the river Dart this British wine is a bright, fruity white wine, great for lovers of Loire Valley Chenin Blanc

Nuovo Quadro Gavi di Gavi – Italy
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WHITE WINES
Peregrino, Sauvignon Blanc (V)  Chile

This bright pale yellow coloured wine has a deliciously refreshing citrus and green apple nose. Light body, crisp mouth entry, with a fresh and tasty finish.

San Giorgio, Pinot Grigio (V)  Italy
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Virtually black in colour, with a rose-like aroma, very intense on the palate and full of fantastic rich velvety fruit.

Ginestet Bordeaux Class Sauteres (50CL Bottle) 40.00

The ultimate dessert wine - serve chilled with a host of fruit or cream based desserts. 

SWEET WINE

This is a luscious dessert wine made from the Chenin Blanc grape, brimming with ripe botrytised fruit. Subtle hints of pineapple and dried apricot with floral and spice notes.

France

An expressive, spice-accented bouquet evokes fresh raspberry, orange pith, white flowers and ginger, with a hint of rhubarb adding an earthy flourish.

Laurent Perrier Blanc de Blanc 

A dry fruity Champagne offering aromas of white fruit, citrus and clean mineral hints. The palate offers notes of grapefruit, crisp apples and delicate florals

Laurent Perrier Vintage 

A real treat, this vintage Champagne has buttery brioche and hazelnut complexity with bubbles that dance on your tongue

Louis Regnier Grande Reserve Brut Champagne - France 

A fine mousse of tiny bubbles and generous apple fruit & yeasty flavours on the palate. A well structured and balanced champagne

Louis Regnier Grande Rosé Champagne - France 

Beautiful deep pink almost ruby colour, encircled by a silky ribbon of fine bubbles. Rich, intensely fruity nose follows through on the palate with red fruits prevailing

Laurent Perrier Brut 

Aromas of fig, hazelnut and pear, tingly effervescence with long finish.

With its beautiful appearance, this vintage gives off a most aromatic nose. On the palate, the wine is rich and opulent with a great amount of fruit and lovely reach. An 

absolute must-have Saint-Émilion Grand Cru!!!

SPARKLING WINES & CHAMPAGNE
Nua Prosecco  Italy

This pale-yellow sparkling is elegant and crisp, with a fruity bouquet of citrus and tropical fruits. 

This sparkling prosecco rose has an inviting fruity nose with scents of strawberries and cherries.

Delicate sweet strawberry fruit, fresh acidity and a clean, vibrant palate. A restrained style, with elegance and a savoury autumnal finish

France

From the heart of the Pomerol Vineyard, this wine is inky black with intense, super ripe sweet fruit. Concentrated, rich and very classy with expensive spicy oak.

Amarone della Valpolicella Mai dire Mai by Pasqua 2012 - Italy

Dense rich and ripe with huge extract and fruit concentration. Full of flavours of black cherry, mocha and spice. The palate is full bodied, with rich tannins and lovely balance.

A versatile, super juicy, young and bright wine. Brace yourself for a damson torpedo. Earthy notes beneath lovely warbly fruit

Italy

The palate is rich with ripe bramble fruits and red cherry, supple tannins and with a delicate sweetness offset by fresh acidity

Spain

Clean and bright cherry red colours. On the nose, intense fruits is accompanied by toasted aromas with toffee and vanilla. The palate is full, velvety and well balanced.

France

An abundance of ripe red berry fruit and dark chocolate aromas with nuances of oak in the background. A medium-bodied wine with firm tannins.

This pinot noir has a lovely burgundy hue and a warm, inviting nose of strawberry, raspberry and a touch of smoky, vanillin oak. The palate is soft and silky with exuberant 

berry and cherry flavours offering a rich flavoursome finish.

La Côte Sauvage Cairanne, Boutinot - France

A southern Rhône Cru with morello cherry fruit and a touch of spice on the nose, ripe berry, liquorice and a hint of cinnamon spice on the palate. 

Australia

Hints of dark fruit and chocolate leading to a heady mix of fruit, rich chocolate and plums supported by soft tannins on the nose and palate

Senorial Rioja, Tempranillo Spain

 A variety of well-assembled aromas with hints of red fruit makes it rounded and balanced on the palate. Very pleasant to drink, complex and with many touches.

Toro Fuerte, Malbec (VE) – Argentina

Inky red with lush flavours of ripe, juicy berries and purple fruits. Notes of herbs, liquorice and purple floral notes, while at the same time being bold and earthy.

Nederburg 56 Hundred Shiraz - South Africa

Earthy blackberry, hints of warm vanilla spice on the nose with ripe plummy fruit on the palate.

France

A firm, flavoursome Saint Emillion style wine, offering bright currant fruit mixed with savoury smoky notes

Lebanon

Exotic aromatic mix  of ripe fig, bright cranberry and raspberry fruits with notes of liquorice

South Africa

RED WINES
Chile

This attractive vivid red Merlot has aromas of cherries, pepper and cacao. It is an elegant and full-bodied wine, with hints of chocolate and spice.

Chile

An intense ruby like Cabernet Sauvignon with cassis, blackberry and chocolate aromas.

Quinta das Quatro Ventos, Douro Portugal
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